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Birlasoft wins the ‘Organization Leadership’ Award at the Organization Development Summit and Awards 2019

The Award was bestowed to Birlasoft during an Organization Development-focused knowledge sharing Summit, held in Mumbai.

July 22, 2019 | Mumbai, India: Birlasoft [BSE: 532400, NSE: BSOFT], part of the USD 2.4 billion diversified The CK Birla Group, announced that it has won the ‘Organization Leadership’ Award at the Organization Development Summit and Awards 2019, held at Radisson Andheri MIDC, Mumbai earlier this month. The Summit was organized by Transformance Forums, themed on ‘Re-Developing and Re-Designing Your Businesses to Fit the New Normal.’

As an official entry for the award nomination, Birlasoft had submitted a case study on the Learning and Development (L&D) team’s PMAspire program. This program was conceived and designed to meet the developmental needs of Project Leaders and Project Managers, to ensure on-time projects deliveries, within budget and conform to the highest quality standards. It is completely hands-on, case study-driven, and tailored to Birlasoft’s processes and tools; delivered through the support of Internal Delivery Managers and Subject Matter-Experts (SMEs). The program covers all the Project Management (PM) process areas from PMI-PMP (Project Management Professional) ®; and additionally, covers topics such as IP, Agile Scrum, MS Project, ITIL.

Around 50+ delegates, inclusive of “Thought Leaders” from the Organization Development (OD) space attended the summit. 25 featured speakers shared their views on Experimental Learning, Learning and Development best practices, and OD-focused business perspectives. The summit had a delegate mix of Organizational Development and Learning and Development professionals from renowned organizations like Persistent Computers, TCS, Tech Mahindra, Max Bhupa Health Insurance, Nuvoco, Schindler India, Nykaa, and Thomson Reuters.

The Knowledge Partner of the summit was Trailblazers – India’s Leading Outdoor School, with the Gold Partner being Centum Learning Limited.
On behalf of Birlasoft, the award was received by Palak Jadhav, a senior member of the Learning and Development team at Birlasoft.

**About Transformance Business Media:**

**Transformance Business Media** completed three years of operations in March 2019. Starting in a garage office with three people in 2016, the team now has 35 passionate individuals, operating in two offices and innovating in the format and delivery of business conferences in India. At the heart of Transformance lies its purpose which is “For a Thank you, which says I learnt Today.” To read more, click [here](#).

###

**About Birlasoft**

**Enterprise to the Power of Digital™**

Birlasoft combines the power of domain, enterprise and digital technologies to reimagine business processes for customers and their ecosystem. Its consultative and design thinking approach makes societies more productive by helping customers run businesses. As part of the multibillion-dollar diversified The CK Birla Group, Birlasoft with its 10,000 engineers, is committed to continuing our 150-year heritage of building sustainable communities.

To read more, click [here](#)
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